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Efficiency of Alternating Chebyshev 
Approximation on Finite Subsets 
CHARLES B. DUNIIAM 
Chcbyshev approximation on an interval and on its closed subsets by a non- 
linear family with Haar tangent space is considered. The closeness of best ap- 
proximations on subsets to the best approximation on the interval is examined. It 
ia shown that under favorable conditions the difference is O(S), where C/ is the 
density of the closed subset, making it unncccssary to use very large finite subset\ 
to get good approximations on the interval. 
Let x’ be a closed finite interval [a, /3] and Y a clo.sed hubszt or A’. L.eL 
C(X) be the space of continuous functions on A’. For h E C(X) define 
Let F be an approximating function with parameter space P such that 
F(A. .) t C(X) for A E P. The approximation problem on Y is, givenft C(X), 
to tind A * c- P to minimize ,lf’- F(A, .)~;,, over A E P. Such a parameter .4” 
is called best and F(A *, .) is called a best approximation to f 011 Y. 
Denote the best approximation on Y (if it exists and is unique for all 1.) by 
P,. Define 
U( Y) is a measure of the goodness of the best approximation on ?. as an 
approximation on A’. We consider the dependence of P, and n(Y) on ,/: Y. 
and, in particular, on the densit.Jx 1 Y ) of Y: 
The case of linear approximation has already been studied by the author 
in [14]. 
WC vvill assume henceforth that P is a subset of real /~-space with the norm 
A max{ Cl,, :I\ I . . . . . 77;. where A ((7, . UC . . . (I,,). 
DEFINITION. Let F have a continuous partial derivative f‘ with respect to 
u, i I..... 77. Define 
f&:1. B. .x) .f h,,F,(A. .\-). B (/I, . h, ..,._ i),,) I-,, 
For some A, let 
/?(A, B, x) F(A 6, .\-) F( ‘4, x) D(A, B. .Y) 
be O(, B “) as B + 0. Assume P is open. Then we say E is k~uilr li17~w 
at A. 
DI-t~lNil‘l()h. F has propcJrt,r % of degree 171 at A if F(A. .) F( B. .) having 
177 zeros implies F(A. ,) FIB, .I. 
We assume henceforth that for all A C: P, F is locally linear at /I and there 
is a positive number p(A) (the &~KCYJ of F at A) such that F has property Z of 
degree p(A) at A and. {@A, B, .) : B c I!?,,\ is a Haar subspace of dimension 
p(A). It follows from the theory of Meinardus and Schwedt [6, p. 3101 that 
F(A. .) is best tof’on Y if and only if,f P-(A, .) alternates p(A) times on Z’. 
and best approximations on Y are unique. It has been shown by Barrar and 
Loeb [I] that our hypotheses imply that F is unisolvent of degree p(A) at A: 
that is, E’is ~urisok~zt. 
We now give some approximating families (F. P) satisfying these hypo- 
theses. Families of ordinary rational functions (with a constant term in the 
denominator fixed equal to one) satisfy them. It is shown by Meinardus and 
Schwedt that sums of 17 exponentials \atisfy them [6. p. 3121. Some familie\ 
of the form F( A, .v) u~$(c/>Y) [IO] and many families of the form F( 4. .\-) 
(‘I u~+(+.Y) [I I ] satisfy them. 
Let us consider transformations of the approximating family. Let d) be :I 
continuous mapping of the real line into the extended real line and define 
C;( A. .v) r&f-( A. .\-)) f” ;A : A t P, G(A. .)’ ~ x I. 
If C,!J is a11 order function (X] whop tirst derivative does not vanish and 
whose second derivative is continuous (where 4 is finite), then (I:. P) sat]+ 
fying the hypotheses implies that (G, P’) satisfies the hypotheses with the 
same degree [8: 9. Theorem 31. Of’ particular utility are transformed poly- 
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nomials and transformed rationals [S, 12, 131. Use of an ordinary weight 
function by > 0 does not affect matters, since if (F, P) satisfies the hypotheses, 
so does (IL%, P). 
In [5] we proved 
THEOREM I. Let Ly( A, .) br best to f on X and p(A) :m II. On uli sQic.ient!~~ 
dense wbsrts a best upproximation of u’egrec n exists to ,fi Let j Y,. 1 --, 0 and 
Ai be brst on Y,. , then F(A, .) -- F(A’(. ) 1 --f 0. 
Ifp(A) s.. II such a result may not be possible. In particular it is known for 
a class of cases including ordinary rational approximation and exponential 
approximation that there exists Yk, Y,. --f 0, with uniform convergence 
not occurring [3]. More generally, failure of existence or uniform convergence 
can often be shown to occur [4, Theorem 71. 
Detine E(A, x) :m f(s) -~ F(A. x). In case the best approximation on 
I.\.,, ,.... .~,<j is of degree II, it can be obtained by solving the system 
E(A. s,) ( -I)” h i 0 . . . . . n (0) 
for unknowns uII ,..., (I, , h. A solution is unique [2, middle of page 2281. The 
system is fundamental to Remez’ algorithm [2, p. 2281. We can attempt to 
solve the system by Newton’s method. 
LE'LlClA. Let there c.vi.vt a sohrtion A *. h” to (0) \lVth F(A *. .) of degree II. 
Tilt) mutrix of partial derirutiws ,fkr Nelt,ton’.s method is non.cingulur at thc~ 
.vohction (A*, A*) qfsjstem (0). 
Proqj: If it is singular, there is B m= (b, ,..., 6, r) not identically zero such 
that 
If b,, , 0, D(A*, B, .u,) has n - I zeros, contradicting the Haar subspace 
hypothesis. If 6, 1 ‘- 0, D(A*, B, .) alternates in sign on {r,, ,..., .u,,l, contra- 
dicting the Haar subspace hypothesis. 
DLPENDENCE UNDER FAVORABLE CONDITIONS 
Tritonr:vi 2. Let .f‘ hart F( A -, .) as its best upproximution on X und 
lc’t p(A*) II. Let tvdpoints be in Y ifthey are extwmu off --- F(A”. .). Let E 
harc contimrous srcondpurtial deriratires abolrt (A * , .u).for all .Y E [x, p]. Ti7cw 
1 P,y Py ~ = 0( ~ Y” i), ami u( Y) = O(i Y I”). 
Proo$ Let {s,,” ,..., s,, *1 be an alternant off F(A *, .) 011 X. Tile reader 
is asked to review the notation of W. Kahan and the author [2, middle of 
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page 2291 and the proof [2, p. 2301. We note that matrix (4) of [7. 2291 is 
nonsingular by the previous lemma. Using the techniques of [2, pp. 229.-2301, 
we associate with given {.u,, .... s,!l near an alternant of,/ F(A*, .) on X. a 
change of deviation 6X X X”, where h is the deviation of the best approxi- 
mation on jx,, . . . . . .y,,I. We infer from the cited proof, with [.\-,, .. . . . .\‘,,I chosen 
closest in Y to {s,,* ,.... By Theore,ll , therh~;:i; that SX (3 Y “1. 
. 0 such that if 1’ . t, then there ib a best 
approximation P,- to f’on Y and P,, is of degree II. Assume henceforth that 
Y . E. An alternant (s,, . . . . . .‘i,,l or‘,/” P,. on Y is characterized by the 
deviation of the best approximation on it being maximal over deviations nl’ 
best approximations on M i I point subsets of Y. Hence. if [.y,, . . . . . .I-,,; is an 
alternant off PI7 on Y. we have Sh O(~ Y “) also. 
Let 1’,, + 0; then for all k sufficiently large there ib by Theorem I ;I’ 
best toJ’on k,, , p(A”) 17. Further i’ F‘(A’, .) F(A”, .), b 0 and by result5 
of Barrar and Loeb [I, Theorem 21, (Al I + A ‘. Let ‘.v i .._ .I 1. I be an / 0 . 3 ,8 
alternant of ,f F(A”, .) on Y,, By uniform convergence of E-(,-l!,. .) to 
F(A, .), the sequence of (II i I )-tuples (.y!,‘...._ .y,,‘) has a subsequence 
converging to an alternant x,,~,.... .I-,,’ of / F( A * ,). assume that the 
sequence of (17 : I)-tuples is convergent. Assume Lvithout loss of generality 
that ,/-(.u,,“) -~ F(A”. x,,*) 0, then we have 
( 1)” t.ft.y,*j F(A *. s,*)) A* 
( I )’ (.f(X,“) F(A *, .Y,L)) A’ 
( I)’ (.f(.U,‘.) F(A”..Y/L)) ,\” h 
Subtracting (1 ) from (2), we obtain 
( I)’ [F-(/l”. .Y,b) F(A *, \-/:,)I 
which can be rewritten as 
! o..... II. 
: o,.... II. (1) 
: o,.... I?. (2) 
i O,..., Il. 
( I)’ [D(A*, AA A*, s,‘.) K(A”, Ai A”, .“,“)I Of’ l’,, ‘), i a.... 11. 
We can assume without loss of generality that [Al, .A *j is a nonzero 
sequence. Define 
then / 0 I. Assume without loss of generality that {CA I ~--f C. C I. 
Suppose 
(--I)” L&A*, C, x,) 0 i 0 ,..., II. 
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then the Haar condition is violated. Hence there is i such that (- I)i D(A *, 
c, -\-J ;- 0. By arguments similar to those of Rice [7, p. 241 and continuity, 
there is y > 0 such that 
(-l)i D(A*. AL A*. s,“) y’ A” - A* 
for all k sufficiently large. Now by hypothesis on R, 
R(A”. A” A*, .)s O( A” - A * I’))* 
hence 
( I)’ D(A*, .4L A”, x,“) O(! y,, 3 i --- O...., II. (3) 
We now state and prove a generalization of a result of Rice [7, top of 
page 641. This generalization was used but not proved in [l4]. 
/~SSERTIOh. Let L be a linear approximating function generated by a 
Chebyshev set. Let {~,]a) - + X, for i 0 ,..., 17. Let AL satisfy 
( ~~ 1)’ L(AL. .I-,“) ’ 2s. i -= 0 ,..., I?. (4) 
There exists a constant A (independent of 6) such that for all k sufficiently 
large 
L(AA, .) ’ K6. 
Proc$ By Lemma 2 of [4], (4) implies that {L(.4”‘, .)i is uniformly 
bounded. Independence of K follows from linearity of L. 
From the assertion and (3) we get 
hence by Lemma 1-I of Rice [7, p, 241. 
hence 
: F(.4”, .) - F(A’“, .)I’ = O(l Yj; I?). 
Let LIS now consider how restrictive are the hypotheses of Theorem 2. The 
first major assumption is that the best approximation is of maximum degree, 
There are two main reasons why this is likely. First, there is usually a low 
probability that approximations of less than maximum degree are best. For 
example, in rational approximation the set of functions whose best approxi- 
mation is of less than maximum degree is nowhere dense [4, p. 1091. Second, 
approximations of lower degree are usually of simpler form: If they are best, 
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it is usually an indication that the approximating family is inappropriate for 
approximating the function, since a simpler form approximates just as well. 
The next assumption is that Ycontains all endpoints which are extrema of the 
error. 
Simple cases show that having the endpoints in Y is a good practice; hence 
this is not restrictive. The fnal assumption is that E have continuous second 
partial derivatives about (A * . X) for x E [:t, /3]. For most ,fand F of practical 
interest, continuous partial derivatives of all orders exist. 
It appears that the rate of convergence of the theorem cannot be improved 
even under more restrictive hypotheses. since exactly quadratic convergence 
has been observed in an example [ 14, p. 3 121 of approximation of an analytic 
function by constants. 
A more careful look at the proof of Theorem 2 shows that the quality ot 
the best approximation on a subset Y depends only on the closeness of Y to 
an alternant of,f F(A*. ,). Density merely guarantees closeness. Let u’( Y) 
be the distance of the closest alternant of ,f‘ F(A *. .) from Y. Then in the 
start of proof of Theorem 2, we have 6X 7 O(@( Y)) and we end with 
P, P,. O(cn”( I’)). It follows that it only pays to make Y dense near 
the extrema of f F(A,‘, .) and points of Y elsewhere are of no benefit 
(except in assuring us that a larger error does not occur there). It would. 
therefore, be useful to know where error extrema are most probable, so that 
our points can be concentrated there. Frequently the extrema of the 
Chebyshev polynomial of degree 17 are good estimates of error extrema. 
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